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Imprinting: Toward A Multilevel Theory 
 
 
 

Abstract 
 
The concept of imprinting has attracted considerable interest in numerous fields—including 

organizational ecology, institutional theory, network analysis, and career research—and has been 

applied at several levels of analysis, from the industry to the individual. This article offers a 

critical review of this rich yet disparate literature and guides research toward a multilevel theory 

of imprinting. We start with a definition that captures the general features of imprinting across 

levels of analysis but is precise enough to remain distinct from seemingly similar concepts, such 

as path dependence and cohort effects. We then provide a framework to order and unite the 

splintered field of imprinting research at different levels of analysis. In doing so, we identify 

economic, technological, institutional, and individual influences that lead to imprints at the level 

of (a) organizational collectives, (b) single organizations, (c) organizational building blocks, and 

(d) individuals. Building on this framework, we develop a general model that points to major 

avenues for future research and charts new directions toward a multilevel theory of imprinting. 

This theory provides a distinct lens for organizational research that takes history seriously. 



The past is never dead. It’s not even past.  

    - William Faulkner 

 

Nearly half a century has passed since Stinchcombe (1965) introduced the concept of 

imprinting to organizational research, describing how organizations take on elements of their 

founding environment and how these elements persist well beyond the founding phase. The 

concept of imprinting has attracted interest in a wide array of fields—from organizational 

ecology (Carroll & Hannan, 1989; Swaminathan, 1996) and institutional theory (Johnson, 2007; 

Marquis & Huang, 2010) to network analysis (McEvily, Jaffee, & Tortoriello, 2012) and career 

research (Higgins, 2005)—and has become an important lens for understanding a variety of 

phenomena at multiple levels of analysis. Indeed, few ideas in organization theory have been 

applied so widely across different levels; for example, scholars have invoked the concept of 

imprinting in analyses of industries (e.g., Stinchcombe, 1965), intercorporate communities (e.g., 

Marquis, 2003), single organizations (e.g., Johnson, 2007), positions within organizations (e.g., 

Burton & Beckman, 2007), and individual performance (e.g., Tilcsik, 2012). Yet, while the 

cross-level application of the imprinting concept has led to a rich set of studies, it has also raised 

questions about the precise meaning of imprinting and the differences between imprinting 

processes that occur at different levels of analysis. This article, therefore, is an attempt to clarify 

the nature of imprinting, to integrate the disparate literatures that have engaged with the concept, 

and to guide research toward a multilevel theory of imprinting. 

We first review the history of the imprinting concept—its origins in biological ecology 

and its subsequent development in organizational research—and develop a general definition and 

theoretical framework that integrates several cognate literatures. The widespread and varied use 

of the imprinting concept has led to a fragmented body of work in which imprinting often 
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remains undefined or is defined with reference to a specific empirical phenomenon or level of 

analysis. This creates a risk that imprinting will become a meaningless umbrella concept. Yet 

imprinting has a specific meaning that goes well beyond the general notion that “history matters” 

and is clearly distinct from other concepts, such as path dependence or cohort effects, that 

describe how past conditions influence present outcomes. Thus we seek to clarify the concept of 

imprinting in a way that avoids conflating distinct processes—and their distinct antecedents and 

consequences—under the umbrella of an overly elastic term. We advance a three-part definition 

of imprinting that emphasizes (1) brief sensitive periods of transition during which the focal 

entity exhibits high susceptibility to external influences; (2) a process whereby the focal entity 

comes to reflect elements of its environment during a sensitive period; and (3) the persistence of 

imprints despite subsequent environmental changes.  

A unique feature of imprinting is that its relatively broad implicit definition has allowed 

researchers to apply the concept at several different levels of analysis, often in isolation from one 

another. In this essay, we provide a framework to integrate this fragmented literature by bringing 

together pertinent research at four different levels, including (a) organizational collectives (such 

as industries or communities), (b) single organizations, (c) organizational building blocks (such 

as jobs and occupations, subunits, and routines), and (d) individuals. At all four levels, we 

consider imprints left on the focal entity by economic and technological conditions, institutional 

factors, and particular individuals. Thus, we conceptualize the environment in which an imprint 

is formed as a richly textured, multifaceted space, rather than a homogenous, one-dimensional 

force. Building on this perspective, we consider the mechanisms that underlie the creation of 

imprints by different environmental conditions at different levels and find some intriguing 

parallels, which facilitate conceptual cross-fertilization across distinct streams of research.  
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This synthesis allows us to develop new insights and open important avenues for future 

scholarship. First, we consider the dynamics of imprinting. Conceptualizing sensitive periods as 

times of transition rather than simply “early” periods, we argue that an entity can experience 

multiple sensitive periods over time. Thus there is a potentially intriguing interplay between 

different generations of imprints that are layered upon one another, with the traces of old layers 

surviving despite subsequent sensitive periods. Moreover, we highlight the possibility that some 

imprints will fade while others persist or become even more influential over time. The tensions 

between imprint decay, persistence, and amplification represent a key area for future research 

and reflect broader tensions between inertia- and institutionalization-focused versus adaptationist 

perspectives.  

We then turn to the indirect yet far-reaching implications of imprinting. We argue that the 

distinction between the historical origin and the current usefulness of an imprint is a critical 

conceptual tool in understanding the consequences of imprinting. This distinction allows scholars 

to recognize that, even though imprints tend to persist, their effects and external manifestations 

vary over time, reflecting an interplay of the past and the present. Furthermore, although 

empirical studies typically focused on imprinting due to a single environmental factor, we 

emphasize that imprints and the environments in which they are formed are multidimensional 

and constitute an intricate texture of different conditions. Thus we propose to view entities as 

carriers of multiple intersecting imprints, a perspective that should help reveal the complex 

effects of imprinting processes. 

Finally, building on our discussion of the dynamics and understudied implications of 

imprinting, we present a general theoretical model that highlights several key mechanisms, 

consequences, and contingencies of imprinting across levels of analysis. We conclude with a 
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discussion of how a historical perspective can illuminate important organizational phenomena 

and strengthen the field of organization studies more generally. 

 

THE CONCEPT OF IMPRINTING 

Historical Overview 

The concept of imprinting emerged more than a century ago in studies of animal 

behavior. In 1873, British amateur biologist Douglas Spalding reported the tendency of domestic 

birds to follow the first-seen moving object, a behavior that was “stamped in their nature” as a 

result of early experience (Spalding, 1873 [1902]: 134). The German biologist Oscar Heinroth 

(1911) made similar observations twenty years later, and his disciple Konrad Lorenz began to 

thoroughly analyze and define the phenomenon in the 1930s, calling it imprinting (Prägung). As 

Lorenz insisted, this phenomenon—in which early experience determines subsequent social 

behavior—was distinct from other learning processes. Although imprinting only occurred during 

a short critical period early in the life of an animal, its effects persisted even after the animal was 

subsequently exposed to other moving objects and separated from the first object (Lorenz, 1935, 

1937). For example, even after being placed in a box to be separated from both their mother and 

Lorenz, goslings would reliably follow either their mother or Lorenz, depending on whom they 

first encountered after hatching. Lorenz’s insights proved seminal among bioecologists, who 

have subsequently documented imprinting in a variety of animal behaviors, including sexual and 

food preferences, aggression, and the selection of a home area (e.g., Flanagan, 1999; Hess, 1959; 

Immelmann, 1975). 

This line of work has emphasized two general characteristics of imprinting: “the 

existence of a sensitive period and the subsequent stability of the result of experience gained 
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during that period” (Immelmann, 1975: 24). The first characteristic implies that imprinting 

occurs during a limited period of time, when an organism exhibits heightened susceptibility to 

environmental influences. The second characteristic implies that, despite the brevity of the 

sensitive period, imprinted experiences exert a persistent influence on behavior, such that “the 

influence of early experience resists extinction to a high degree” (Immelmann, 1975: 22). 

 

Bringing Imprinting into Organizational Research 

 Use of the imprinting concept in organizational studies dates to Stinchcombe’s classic 

1965 essay on “Social Structure and Organizations.” In this essay, Stinchcombe focused on 

“developing a theory of the correlation of age and structure” (1965: 160) to understand why 

organizations and types of organizations founded in a common period were similar. Stinchcombe 

emphasized the importance of external environmental forces in shaping firms’ initial structures 

and the persistence of these patterns over time. As he noted (1965: 153), “the organizational 

inventions that can be made at a particular time in history depend on the social technology 

available at that time… both because these organizations can function effectively with those 

organizational forms, and because the forms tend to become institutionalized, the basic structure 

of the organization tends to remain relatively stable.”  

A prominent example in the essay involved employment patterns that exist across 

industries, providing evidence that industries founded in the same period still reflect the socio-

economic conditions present at their founding, such that there is “a strong correlation between 

the age at which industries were developed and their structure at present time” (1965: 159). For 

instance, agriculture—at the time of Stinchcombe’s writing—was typically conducted by self-

employed farmers using family labor, reflecting the organizational system that was dominant 
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when the industry began. Similarly, firms in industries that emerged following the managerial 

revolution at the turn of the twentieth century (Chandler, 1977) employed a higher proportion of 

administrative workers than firms founded in older industries. 

Although Stinchcombe did not use the term “imprinting,” the term soon became 

associated with his essay (Lounsbury & Ventresca, 2002). For instance, in an early review of the 

organization-environment literature, Miles, Snow, and Pfeffer (1974) stated, “Stinchcombe has 

shown that organizations are ‘imprinted’ by the conditions existing in the industry to which they 

belong at the time the industry is ‘born’. He suggests that environmental conditions at any point 

in time not only specify the needs for particular goods and services but also determine many of 

the characteristics of the organizations created to provide them.” Since then, scores of empirical 

studies on Stinchcombe’s imprinting hypothesis have been published. 

While Sinchcombe’s primary focus was at the industry level, most subsequent studies 

have examined how individual organizations bear a lasting imprint of founding conditions. There 

is also precedent for this approach in Stinchcombe’s essay, which noted that “organizations 

formed at one time typically have a different social structure from those formed at another time” 

(1965: 154). For example, because most university fraternities emerged in three different waves, 

their present-day organizational features reflect the mark of one of these three periods. The first 

wave of foundings reflected the secularization of Northern liberal arts colleges in the 1840s; the 

second wave began in the South, amid the difficulties of post-Civil War reconciliation in the 

latter half of the 1860s; and the third wave came between 1900 and 1920, when marginalized 

populations of Black, Catholic, and Jewish students established “anti-fraternity” fraternities, 

emphasizing anti-discrimination goals. In subsequent periods, each of these three different types 

carried the legacy of their founding environment. 
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Although the organization has been the dominant level of analysis in much of the literature 

building on Stinchcombe’s insights, recent years have also seen the emergence of imprinting 

research at the meso and micro levels of analysis. At the meso level, the concept of imprinting 

has proved especially valuable in understanding how and why organizational building blocks—

such as jobs and occupations, capabilities, and routines—continue to reflect the circumstances of 

their creation (e.g., Baron & Newman, 1990; Burton & Beckman, 2007). At the individual level, 

this work has explored how early career experiences exert a lasting influence on people’s careers 

(e.g., Azoulay, Liu, & Stuart, 2011; Tilcsik, 2012) and how individuals carry these imprints with 

them as they move across organizational boundaries (e.g., Higgins, 2005; McEvily et al., 2012).  

In sum, during the five decades since Stinchcombe’s essay, imprinting has become an 

important concept in organizational research at multiple levels of analysis, from the original 

focus on organizational collectives and organizations to recent efforts at the level of 

organizational building blocks and individuals. As we discuss below, while the resulting 

diversity of imprinting research might render integration difficult, it is also a source of 

theoretical richness, which—when systematically organized—fosters the development of new 

insights. 

 

Defining Imprinting 

Before describing the various streams of imprinting research in more detail, we provide a 

definition of imprinting as a general concept that resonates across different levels of analysis yet 

preserves enough specificity to provide a distinct theoretical lens. In the extant literature, 

imprinting is often left undefined or is defined with reference to a particular phenomenon at a 

single level of analysis. The absence of an explicit general definition creates a risk that the word 
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“imprinting” will be either used as a meaninglessly broad term or as a concept that has different 

and fairly narrow meanings in different literatures. In the former case, the theoretic leverage that 

comes from the term’s specific meaning would be lost; in the latter case, important similarities 

across different lines of research might be concealed, preventing the accumulation and cross-

fertilization of ideas across parallel literatures. 

Building on the above-discussed early bioecological literature as well as Stinchcombe’s 

seminal essay, we define imprinting as a process whereby, during a brief period of susceptibility, 

a focal entity develops characteristics that reflect prominent features of the environment, and 

these characteristics continue to persist despite significant environmental changes in subsequent 

periods. By this definition, imprinting has three essential features: 

(1) the existence of a temporally restricted sensitive period characterized by high 

susceptibility to environmental influence;  

(2) the powerful impact of the environment during the sensitive period such that the focal 

entity comes to reflect elements of the environment at that time; and 

(3) the persistence of the characteristics developed during the sensitive period even in the 

face of subsequent environmental changes. 

As we discuss below, these three general features of imprinting are common across levels of 

analysis even though their specific manifestations and the underlying mechanisms at the different 

levels are only analogous, rather than identical. 

Sensitive Period. The first unique feature of the imprinting argument is that an imprint is 

stamped onto the focal entity in limited time intervals during which the entity exhibits intensified 

receptivity to external influence. During these brief sensitive periods, the focal entity is 

significantly more malleable by environmental conditions than in normal times. Thus, the 
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window of “imprintability” is only open during restricted periods of time, and when it is shut, the 

environment is less likely to have a lasting impact (Immelmann, 1975; Stinchcombe, 1965). 

Building on this insight, a number of studies have focused on the time of founding as the key 

sensitive period for organizations (e.g., Carroll & Hannan, 2004; Johnson, 2007) and 

conceptualized the early-career stage as the relevant sensitive period for individuals (e.g., 

Higgins, 2005; McEvily et al., 2012). Both organizations and individuals are assumed to 

constitute more of a blank slate during such periods and to be especially receptive to external 

influences as they attempt to achieve fit with their environments to manage the uncertainties of 

newness. As Kimberly (1979: 438) put it, “just as for a child, the conditions under which an 

organization is born and the course of its development in infancy have important consequences 

for its later life.”  

Although this focus on founding and the early-career period is consistent with the 

bioecological view of imprinting that takes place during an early life stage, we suggest that 

sensitive periods can occur at later stages as well. In other words, while each sensitive period is 

relatively short, an entity might experience multiple sensitive periods over time. For example, 

Carroll and Hannan note that sensitive periods for imprinting occur at “key developmental 

stages” (2004: 293, emphasis added), suggesting that there might be sensitive periods other than 

just the founding stage. Thus, for example, going public or merging with another firm might 

create an occasion for organizational imprinting as the uncertainty of such transitions suddenly 

create new environmental demands. This notion is consistent with the observation that external 

environments exert a powerful influence on organizations and their building blocks during 

periods of organizational transition, upheaval, and instability (e.g., Greenwood & Hinings, 1996; 

Tushman & Romanelli, 1985).  
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Similarly, research at the individual level suggests that, during periods of role 

transition—including periods of organizational and professional socialization—“individuals are 

particularly susceptible to influence …because of the great uncertainty regarding role 

requirements” (Ashforth & Saks, 1996: 149). During such periods, individuals are motivated to 

reduce uncertainty and tend to experience cognitive unfreezing (e.g., DiRenzo, 1977; Ibarra, 

1999; Van Maanen & Schein, 1979), such that the “cognitive models that... [they] hold can be 

challenged and replaced with scripts and schema that are more congruent with the new 

environment” (Dokko, Wilk, & Rothbard, 2009: 55). As Higgins (2005: 338) notes, “Transitions 

of any kind are marked by anxiety that individuals want to reduce as they extend themselves into 

new roles, new identities…. Such vulnerable times amplify the potential for imprinting. This is 

consistent with adult development theory—being in between stages of development and 

experiencing tension one wants to resolve.”  

In sum, we suggest that—across levels of analysis—sensitive periods should be 

conceptualized as periods of transition. In this view, of course, the founding period remains the 

key sensitive period for organizations, as it marks the fundamental transition from nonexistence 

to existence; similarly, the beginning of an individual’s career constitutes an important sensitive 

period because it represents a critical transition from the world of education to the world of 

work. Yet the possibility of multiple sensitive periods opens the way for discovering imprinting 

in a wider variety of instances.  

Stamp of the Environment. A second important element of imprinting is that core 

features of the environment exert a significant influence on the focal entity during sensitive 

periods. In the case of organizations, for example, a “mapping of an environmental condition 

onto the organization” takes place at this time (Carroll & Hannan, 2004: 206). As we discuss in 
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detail below, such conditions might include features of the economic, technological, or 

institutional context as well as the “logics of organizing” that founders rely on when creating the 

new enterprise (Baron, Burton, & Hannan, 1999a). Thus, entrepreneurs and organizational 

managers during the founding period play an important role in selecting the historically specific 

contextual features that then become a lasting part of the organization (Baron, Hannan, & 

Burton, 1999b; Johnson, 2007), and the selection of these features often reflects attempts at 

achieving isomorphism or fit with the environment to address uncertainty and legitimacy 

pressures (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983; Hannan & Freeman, 1977). As Carroll and Hannan (2004: 

205) describe in summarizing Stinchcombe: “In attempting to accumulate financial and human 

capital, entrepreneurs expose their designs to intense scrutiny. Proposals get tested against taken-

for-granted assumptions about structural forms and employment relations…. Consequently, the 

kinds of organizations that emerge reflect the social structure of the founding period.” The crux 

of this argument is that the organizational practices and structures that have been developed and 

are legitimate at a given time are relatively distinctive. Organizations are initially structured to fit 

the existing environment and then, because of subsequent inertia and institutionalization, 

continue to exhibit traces of the founding context.  

An analogous argument applies to the individual level. Given the anxiety and cognitive 

unfreezing experienced during sensitive periods, individuals become especially open to 

environmental stimuli (Schein, 1971). As a result, various “means of reducing such anxiety, 

including looking to peers, to mentors, to leaders, can provide powerful cues as to how to 

behave” (Higgins, 2005: 338). Consequently, individuals are particularly likely to adopt new 

behaviors, cognitive models, and norms at these times, causing their subsequent behaviors to 
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bear the stamp of the environment they experienced during a sensitive period (Azoulay et al., 

2011; Kacperczyk, 2009; Tilcsik, 2012). 

Persistence of Imprints. The third element of the imprinting hypothesis is that imprints 

persistence even if significant changes take place in the environment. At the organizational level, 

Stinchcome suggested a number of reasons for the persistence of structures: “(a) they may still 

be the most efficient form of organization for a given purpose; (b) traditionalizing forces, the 

vesting of interests, and the working out of ideologies may tend to preserve the structure; and (c) 

the organization may not be in a competitive structure in which it has to be better than alternative 

forms of organization in order to survive” (Stinchcombe, 1965: 169). 

Stinchcombe’s early insight into the importance of tradition, interests, and ideologies in 

maintaining imprints has been elaborated by theorists focused on inertia (Hannan & Freeman, 

1977, 1984) and institutionalization (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983). Inertia, defined as “persistent 

organizational resistance to changing architecture” (Hannan & Freeman, 1984), is a powerful 

mechanism that maintains the initial structural features of an organization and implies that 

“changing a core feature exposes an organization to great risk of mortality” (Carroll & Hannan, 

2004: 64). Persistence also results from institutionalization (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983; Scott, 

2008), that is, the emergence of stable, orderly social arrangements that are “chronically 

reproduced... [because of] relatively self-activating social processes” (Jepperson, 1991: 145). 

According to the institutionalization perspective, organizations create explicit “goals and rules, 

coordination mechanisms, and communication channels” (Scott, 2008: 124), which subsequently 

persist because they become taken for granted and “infuse[d] with value beyond the technical 

requirements of the task at hand” (Selznick, 1957: 16-17).  
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Similarly, a defining feature of individual-level imprinting is the long-term persistence of 

imprints beyond the sensitive period. Studies in a variety of populations, from managers to 

lawyers to scientists, suggest that even when individuals leave behind the early, apprenticeship 

stage of their careers, they continue to carry with them the beliefs, behaviors, and orientations 

adopted during this formative period (Azoulay et al., 2011; Higgins, 2005; McEvily et al., 2012). 

And, because people tend to experience less uncertainty when not going through a role transition, 

they tend to be less receptive to learning and environmental influences outside sensitive periods. 

As a result, imprints linger on. 

In sum, to rectify the absence of an explicit general definition of imprinting, our 

definition cuts across different levels of analysis, identifying three core dimensions that are 

common to imprinting whether it occurs at the macro, meso, or micro level. As we will elaborate 

below, the precise nature of these dimensions varies across levels; for example, sensitive periods 

and the mechanisms that contribute to imprint persistence take a very different form in the case 

of organizations or industries than in the case of individuals. Yet the basic elements of our 

definition are conceptually analogous across levels of analysis, creating novel opportunities to 

recognize both the fundamental similarities and the unique aspects of imprinting phenomena at 

different levels. 

 

What Imprinting is Not  

To clarify the meaning of imprinting, it is necessary to distinguish it from other concepts 

that describe how the past shapes the present. Path dependence (Arthur, 1989; David, 1994; 

Mahoney, 2000) and cohort effects (Elder, 1974; Ryder, 1965) are two of the most commonly 

invoked concepts capturing such influences.  
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Path Dependence. The concept of path dependence describes the “surprising manner in 

which historical small events can become magnified by positive feedback,” causing “the 

economy, under conditions of increasing returns, [to] dynamically lock itself in as a result of 

chance decisions that is neither guaranteed to be efficient, nor easily altered, nor predictable in 

advance” (Powell, 1991: 193). Economic historians have provided numerous examples of how a 

technology or organizational practice “locks in” and—as a result of accumulated advantage—

continues to persist even if it is not the most efficient choice in a subsequent period. The VCR 

video format, for example, gained an early advantage over the technologically superior Betamax, 

leading to its eventual proliferation and success (Arthur, 1990); likewise, the current dominance 

of the QWERTY keyboard format can be traced back to its early adoption (David, 1985). 

Imprinting as we define it is clearly distinct from path dependence in a number of ways. 

Unlike path dependence, imprinting involves (1) prominent environmental conditions rather than 

historical accidents, (2) short sensitive periods rather than long-term event chains, and (3) the 

stability of stamped-in features rather than the increasing dominance of a pattern. 

First, the notion of imprinting emphasizes prominent environmental conditions, while 

“proponents of a path dependence perspective often celebrate historical accidents” (Garud & 

Karnøe, 2001: 2), emphasizing “singular historical events” (Sydow, Schreyögg, & Koch, 2009: 

690), “including happenings dominated by chance elements rather than systematic forces” 

(David, 1985: 332). According to Vergne and Durand, a defining feature of imprinting is the 

“very strong” influence of environmental conditions during the sensitive period, while a path 

dependence view focuses on the causal role of “unpredictable, non-purposive, and somewhat 

random events” and attributes only “very weak” influence to the environmental conditions 

emphasized in imprinting research (2010: 741-742). Thus, path dependence is often seen as 
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resulting from a single event that occurs “because of the unpredictable actions of individuals… 

or through the chance conjuncture” of other events (Johnson, 2008: 30); imprinting, by contrast, 

reflects prominent elements of the environment during a sensitive period. 

Second, while a defining feature of imprinting is the brevity of the relevant sensitive 

period, path dependence scholars often focus on sequences of events over a long period, 

highlighting “a steady accumulation of small differences” (Garud & Karnøe, 2001: 2). As 

Mahoney noted, path dependence refers “specifically [to] those historical sequences in which 

contingent events set into motion institutional patterns or event chains that have deterministic 

properties” (2000: 507; emphases added). In other words, path dependence is a result of the full 

“set of outcomes and opportunities that arose in a history” (Page, 2006: 97), reflecting the entire 

pathway by which an actor arrived at a certain point (e.g., Breen & Jonsson, 2000). Thus, while 

“the replicated pattern in the imprinting approach is ready-made” during a short sensitive period, 

path dependence is a “product of later processes, which are initially unknown” (Sydow et al., 

2009: 696). 

Third, the mechanisms that underlie the two concepts also differ. The imprinting 

perspective emphasizes the persistence of environmental conditions stamped in during a brief 

sensitive period. Theories of path dependence, by contrast, “explain the unfolding process of 

path formation, not only the reproduction of … properties” that had been formed during a 

sensitive period (Sydow et al., 2009: 696). That is, while path dependence captures “how a 

specific pattern of social practices…gains more and more predominance” over time (Sydow et 

al., 2009: 704), imprinting is concerned with how patterns formed during a brief sensitive period 

remain stable. Thus, when theorizing what happens following the initial period, path dependence 

scholars often focus on the dynamics of increasing returns and chaotic processes (e.g., Arthur, 
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1989; Baum & Silverman, 2001; Page, 2006) to understand how paths unfold (Vergne & Durand, 

2010); imprinting research, on the other hand, emphasizes the persistence of stamped-in 

contextual features. 

Cohort Effects. It is also instructive to distinguish imprinting from cohort effects. A 

cohort is an aggregate of actors, such as individuals or organizations, that share a common set of 

experiences because they were born or founded at the same time or because they entered the 

same state (e.g., began their career or education in the case of individuals) within the same time 

interval (Aldrich & Ruef, 2006; Joshi, Dencker, Franz, & Martocchio, 2010). Cohort effects, in 

turn, refer to a high degree of similarity in characteristics and outcomes within cohorts. As 

Rosow notes, cohort effects describe “the typical response patterns of members of various 

cohorts to the same thing. Those in one generation react the same way, but differently from 

members of another” (1978: 72). For example, individuals joining a firm at the same time often 

enter similar employment contracts and are exposed to similar experiences at each stage of their 

organizational tenure, leading to significant intra-cohort homogeneity in attitudes and work 

outcomes (Joshi et al., 2010).  

Cohort effects differ from imprinting in several ways. Most broadly, whereas cohort 

effects represent an outcome (that results from a variety of processes, but not necessarily 

imprinting), imprinting is a process (which leads to a variety of outcomes, but not necessarily 

cohort effects). Clearly, not all cohort effects are due to imprinting. Cohort effects emerge 

because actors have similar continued experiences throughout their life course (e.g., Elder, 1974; 

Ryder, 1965); imprinting theory, by contrast, ascribes causal power only to brief periods of 

susceptibility—and these periods matter in spite of subsequent experiences. Likewise, not all 

imprinting processes generate cohort effects. While a cohort effect implies a high degree of intra-
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cohort homogeneity (Rosow, 1978), imprinting might not lead to such homogeneity because 

members of a given cohort may be imprinted with different experiences. For example, 

individuals in the same cohort in the same organization or occupational field might be assigned 

to different mentors, peers, or tasks early in their careers, leading to significantly different 

experiences during this sensitive period (e.g., Azoulay et al., 2011; Kacperczyk, 2009; McEvily 

et al., 2012). Similarly, the founders of organizations might bring different organizational models 

or blueprints to their new enterprise, potentially creating different imprints even within a group 

of firms that are founded at the same time (see Baron et al., 1999b). In such cases, imprinting 

occurs without causing cohort effects. 

 

IMPRINTING RESEARCH AT MULTIPLE LEVELS: INTEGRATING A 

FRAGMENTED LITERATURE 

Streams of imprinting research at different levels of analysis have often been developed 

in isolation from one another, leading to a balkanization of the literature and making it difficult 

to integrate insights across levels. As Johnson noted, empirical studies on imprinting often 

“differ so dramatically from one another in theoretical approach, method, level of…analysis, and 

time span under investigation as to render comparisons and conclusions difficult” (2008: 16). To 

provide some integrative order to this splintered field, we review the diverse streams of literature 

that have drawn on the imprinting concept and, in Table 1, provide a basic framework to order 

this large body of work. The four main columns of this table represent four major types of 

entities that bear imprints. These include, moving from the macro to micro level, (a) 

organizational collectives, (b) organizations, (c) organizational building blocks, and (d) 

individuals. At all these levels, the rows represent three different sources of imprints: (a) 
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economic and technological conditions; (b) institutional factors (including regulative, normative, 

and cultural-cognitive factors; Scott (2008)); and (c) particular individuals. In the intersecting 

cells in the table, we provide a summary and examples of the mechanisms by which imprinting 

occurs. Below we discuss each of these cells in the same order as they are numbered in Table 1. 

INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE 

Imprinting at the Level of Organizational Collectives 

Numerous studies have shown that organizational collectives bear imprints of their 

founding environment, including the stamp of economic, technological, and institutional 

conditions and the mark of founding individuals. Such collectives can be defined on the basis of 

organizational and market characteristics (e.g., industries), geography (e.g., organizational 

populations embedded in particular nation-states and geographic communities) or shared 

organizational form. In general, imprinting occurs in these collectives because the founding 

environmental conditions serve as constraints for early entrants, and the patterns that are 

established at that time are then perpetuated by subsequent organizations’ emulation of the 

collective’s older members.  

Imprints of Economic and Technological Conditions on Organizational Collectives. As 

noted above, Stinchcombe’s (1965) primary example of imprinting is that industries are 

imprinted with employment patterns that exist at the time of industry founding such that the 

industry-level imprints are perpetuated despite substantial environmental changes in later 

periods. This occurs because the available economic and technological conditions at the time of 

founding influence the initial form of employment in an industry. For instance, organizations in 

the agricultural sector (i.e., farms) were established in a period of limited transportation and 

markets so they were typically home-based and run with family employment. A crucial nuance 
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of such industry-level imprinting is that it is maintained by newer organizations following the 

imprinted industry patterns. For instance, farms founded at the time of Stinchcombe’s writing 

still tended to be family-run because this was the legitimate organizational form established at 

industry founding and was subsequently imitated by newer organizations as well. Moreover, the 

remainder of the agricultural supply chain was set up in ways that were consistent with 

production by home-based, family-operated organizations, which further contributed to the 

persistence of the imprint.  

Regarding the imprints borne by geographic collectives, Marquis (2003) showed a similar 

pattern, whereby limitations in transportation technology during the establishment of 

community-based intercorporate networks led early corporations to establish geographically 

bound networks. And, despite subsequent changes in technology and organizational types, new 

firms founded in cities where such a pattern had been imprinted were still likely to form locally 

focused networks, modeling themselves on existing firms. Thus, in the case of both industries 

and geography-based collectives, economic and technological conditions at founding shape 

initial organizational structures and activities, but it is through subsequent institutional 

processes—new organizations modeling themselves on existing organizations—that imprints are 

maintained at the level of collectives.  

One important line of work related to the imprinting of organizational collectives has 

examined the emergence of new organizational forms (Clemens, 2002). As this research 

demonstrates, economic and technological conditions shape the kinds of organizational forms 

that arise in a given period, and the resulting new forms might persist, continuing to bear a mark 

of the time when they first emerged. For example, Chandler’s (1977) argument about managerial 

coordination and bureaucracy suggests that new organizational forms arose as a result of 
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changing technological conditions, such as the development of the railway and the telegraph, and 

then persisted subsequently. Similarly, Haveman and Rao (1997) showed that a new type of thrift 

savings organization was created in California between the 1860s and 1920s to meet the needs of 

new populations due to technology-driven migration, and more recent studies have examined 

how modern information technologies made new organizational arrangements possible 

(O’Mahony & Ferraro, 2007; O’Mahony & Lakhani, 2011). While not always tied to the notion 

of imprinting explicitly, this diverse research suggests that—to the extent that new forms live on 

in subsequent periods—the focal organizational population will continue to reflect the economic 

and technological conditions under which its organizational forms first arose.  

Imprints of Institutional Conditions on Organizational Collectives. Several studies have 

focused on how initial institutional conditions affect organizational collectives. An obvious 

boundary for organizational collectives is defined by national borders, and Kogut (1993) 

proposed a process of “country imprinting” that affects how multinational companies change and 

adapt to new countries as they expand beyond their home country. This assertion resonates with 

a broader literature, which—while not always explicitly tied to imprinting—has shown that 

national cultures and traditions have an enduring influence on constituent actors. Inglehart and 

Baker (2000), for instance, studied values across 65 countries and found that distinctive cultural 

traditions persist at the national level even in the face of modernizing influences. Thus the “broad 

cultural heritage of a society—Protestant, Roman Catholic, Orthodox, Confucian, or 

Communist—leaves an imprint on values that endures despite modernization” (2000: 19). This 

national cultural imprint, Inglehart and Baker argue, is maintained by educational institutions and 

the mass media.  
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While not explicitly an imprinting study because it does not directly address how the 

imprints were originally formed, Dobbin’s (1994) analysis of railroad policy in France, the U.S., 

and Great Britain does provide a helpful example of how imprints might be maintained at the 

country level. Dobbin shows that the different approaches for developing the railroad industry 

taken by France (where planning and financing by the central state played the key role), the U.S. 

(where protections of a free market to ensure competition loomed large), and Britain (where 

small entrepreneurial firms were favored and protected) were a result of organizational and 

policy decisions that reflected deeper cultural traditions and corresponding political structures. 

As a result, these broad country-specific patterns remained largely intact despite subsequent 

upheaval in the environment. For example, even when the Great Depression called into question 

fundamental ideas about the economy, these countries reversed their traditional policies only 

temporarily and then reliably returned to their normal paradigm by the end of 1930s (Dobbin, 

1993). 

A number of studies have found that imprints are also maintained at the level of the 

geographic community (Marquis & Battilana, 2009). Lounsbury (2007) showed how the 

strategies of mutual funds differed between Boston and New York depending on the historical 

cultural imprint in those cities. In Boston, where a trustee logic had been established in the 

investment industry early on, mutual funds focused on conservative, long-term investing. In New 

York, where a more aggressive, financially driven logic prevailed, firms focused on growth 

money management strategies. Similarly, Marquis, Davis, and Glynn (2012) have shown that 

founding conditions in cities whereby corporate elites established dense networks at the turn of 

the twentieth century persistently affect the type and magnitude of corporate support for local 

nonprofit organizations. In cities with longstanding traditions of elite cohesion, elite-focused 
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nonprofits in the arts, culture, and private education continue to grow at a disproportionately high 

rate even in the present day. Echoing a similar theme, Greve and Rao (2012) found that early 

founding of nonprofit organizations created an institutional legacy of civic commitment in 

Norwegian communities, which then led these communities to establish other nonprofits even a 

century later.  

Institutional conditions also shape the emergence of new organizational forms associated 

with industries and social movements. For example, Schneiberg’s (2002) study of the rise of the 

mutual form of fire insurance in resistance to corporate consolidation “highlights how new 

organizational forms are forged within the crucible of broader societal conflicts over economic 

development” (Lounsbury & Ventresca, 2002: 20). Research has documented that social 

movements tap the broader cultural context to create new and enduring organizational forms 

(e.g., Carroll & Swaminathan, 2000; Rao, Monin, & Durand, 2003). Similarly, studies by 

Haveman and Rao (1997; Haveman, Rao, & Paruchuri, 2007) have shown “that the Progressive 

movement left visible and potent imprints on political culture, in the form of laws, news media, 

and role-model organizations” (2007: 119), which contributed to the rise of thrifts emphasizing 

progressive values. Thus, given that emerging organizational forms come to reflect the prevailing 

institutions, organizational collectives likely carry a legacy of the institutional order under which 

their characteristic organizational forms emerged. 

Imprints of Individuals on Organizational Collectives. While few empirical studies have 

investigated how individuals or groups of individuals might leave a lasting mark on an industry 

or field, existing research suggests two types of leaders that might have such an imprinting 

effect: political leaders and influential entrepreneurs.  
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Regarding political leaders’ imprints, two cases that help illustrate this effect are Mao 

Zedong’s imprint on current industry structures in China and Louis XIV’s enduring mark on 

organizational forms in French art and science. Following the Chinese communist revolution in 

1949, China took a unique path toward industrialization, which continues to affect current 

industry arrangements. Raynard, Lounsbury and Greenwood (2013) argue that Mao played a 

particularly important role in this imprinting process. As these authors note (2013: 15), the 

“guiding state logic under Mao was centered on notions of ‘self-reliance’ and ‘self-sufficiency’ – 

with ‘a preference for human power, manual labor, mass mobilization over technology, intellect, 

and efficiency’ (Fan, 1995: 423).” This approach contributed to what Mao called his “third line” 

strategy whereby strategic industries were dispersed across the country. The resulting patterns 

influence industry location and structure to this day. The Chinese airline industry, for example, is 

concentrated around the relatively remote city of Xi’an in central China, a location that Mao 

originally chose for this strategic industry because it was farthest from both the coast and the 

Soviet Union (Fallows, 2012). Another example of an enduring imprint of a political leader on 

an organizational collective is Louis XIV, who “spent a great deal of energy and money on the 

creation of… [a] system of [royal] academies because it occupied a key position in his efforts to 

centralize the administration of France around his person and to raise France above all other 

countries in cultural production” (Johnson, 2007: 108). The resulting imprint on French arts and 

sciences, and the associated organizational forms, is visible even centuries later (Johnson, 2008). 

Anecdotal evidence suggests that influential entrepreneurs may also have such an effect 

through the creation of novel products or business models. Hsu and Kenney (2005), for example, 

describe how the early leaders of venture capital pioneer American Research & Development 

Corporation (ARD) left an imprint on the practice of modern venture capital. ARD’s founders, 
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associated with institutions such as Harvard Business School, MIT, and the Boston Federal 

Reserve, pioneered practices that later became staples of the venture capital industry, like 

professional evaluation and after-investment support. Similarly, historical accounts document the 

fundamental role of several early industrialists in other areas. Rockefeller’s personal vision, for 

instance, shaped the vertically integrated oil industry in the long run (Chernow, 1998), and 

Carnegie played a similar role in the steel industry (Nasaw, 2006). An interesting aspect of these 

examples is the critical role of powerful organizations that allow individuals to leave a lasting 

mark on a broad field or industry. For example, while Rockefeller himself had the idea of 

vertically integrating the oil industry, it is only through the power of Standard Oil that he was 

able to accomplish this. Thus a mechanism worthy of future investigation is the process whereby 

particular organizations become vehicles that facilitate the imprinting of organizational 

collectives by individuals. 

 

Imprinting at the Organizational Level 

The imprinted influence of founding conditions on organizations represents one of the 

most active research areas in the literature. This diverse body of work has examined an eclectic 

set of imprinting processes and outcomes, from ecologists’ focus on organizational survival to 

studies of imprinting in post-communist economies to research on founder imprints. Below, we 

review the distinct mechanisms in each of these areas. 

Imprints of Economic and Technological Conditions on Organizations. Organizational 

ecologists have focused on how population density at organizational founding affects future 

survival. Developing the concept of “density delay,” Carroll and Hannan (1989) showed that, 

across five different organizational populations, the level of organizational density at the point of 
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a firm’s founding had a persistent positive relationship to subsequent organizational mortality. 

Two explanations have been proposed for this finding. First, being founded at a time of high 

density leads to a liability of resource scarcity for new entrants, which hampers subsequent 

organization building. Second, because niches are tightly packed in times of high density, 

entrants in those periods are forced to the periphery and must exploit marginal resources. The 

relationship between high density at founding has been replicated in several studies (Carroll & 

Hannan, 2004). For example, in a study of Sweden’s information technology industry, Zaring 

and Eriksson (2009) have shown that density at founding persistently led to an increased failure 

rate. Dobrev and Gotsopoulos (2010) further elaborated the mechanisms behind density delay, 

showing that in the early years of an industry, when the new types of organizations lack 

legitimacy, the imprinted density effect is especially strong, presumably because new entrants in 

an emerging industry are exposed to a “legitimacy vacuum,” and this exposure is imprinted on 

their structures and practices in a largely irreversible way. Contrary to these findings, however, a 

study of mortality rates of U.S. breweries and Argentine newspapers suggested a “trial-by-fire” 

model, whereby—beyond a certain organizational age—firms founded in periods of high density 

had lower mortality rates than those established in less adverse environments (Swaminathan, 

1996). This argument suggests that being founded in difficult times might enhance resilience 

later.  

Other researchers have focused more explicitly on the different capabilities and routines 

that are imprinted by initial economic and technological conditions. Zyglidopoulos (1999), for 

example, theorized that organizations would persistently follow the technological paradigm 

dominant at founding. Tucker et al. (1990) studied voluntary social service organizations in 

Toronto, finding that features of the founding environment, such as periods of higher resource 
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availability due to regulatory changes, and higher organizational density, exerted persistent 

effects on subsequent rates of change across an array of organizational processes.  

A fruitful context for imprinting research has been the transition from socialist to market 

economies throughout the world. These studies show that the broader economic system in which 

an organization is founded leaves a strong imprint, making post-transition adaptation difficult for 

organizations founded in a socialist regime. For example, research in Eastern Europe suggests 

that firm-specific capabilities and knowledge resources developed to meet the needs of one 

economic system are persistent and prove to be era-specific such that these “socialist imprints” 

adversely affect knowledge routines as well as competitive aspirations after the economic 

transition, (Kogut & Zander, 2000; Kriauciunas & Kale, 2006; Shinkle & Kriauciunas, 2012). In 

China, studies have found that older firms, which were shaped more profoundly by the 

Communist bureaucracy, have deeply entrenched structures and vested interests and are less 

likely to adopt new governance practices (Marquis & Qian, 2012; Peng, 2004 ). In all these 

cases, the “pressures that reflect the logic of capitalism are…exerted on organizations that were 

created under Communism” (Tilcsik, 2010: 1476), and this fundamental contradiction helps 

reveal the powerful force of organizational imprints.  

Imprints of Institutional Conditions on Organizations. Some of the earliest empirical 

studies following Stinchcombe’s essay examined the founding institutional conditions that shape 

organizations. As Carroll and Hannan (2004: 446-447) explain, organizations tend to 

“incorporate prevailing social and political arrangements—not to mention fads and fashions in 

management—into organizational designs and to retain these distinctive features long after 

founding.” For example, Kimberly (1975) showed that whether sheltered workshops, a type of 

organization that provided work-oriented rehabilitation for the handicapped, were production-
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focused or rehabilitation-oriented depended on the prevailing social philosophy at founding. 

Meyer and Brown (1977) examined how the civil service movement and legislation influenced 

the bureaucratization of finance agencies, with older agencies bearing an imprint of more 

extensive formalization that was characteristic of earlier times. Focusing on the business sector, 

Boeker studied semiconductor firms and showed that the type of financing opportunities 

available during the founding period exerted a persistent influence on organizations’ strategy and 

target market (Boeker, 1988, 1989b).  

More recently, scholars have extended this literature by adding more nuance to both the 

process and the consequences of institutional imprints. Johnson (2007) showed that institutional 

conditions—existing organizational templates and the powerful authority of the French state—

shaped and constrained the strategic choices of the Paris Opera’s founder, with persistent 

consequences for the organization. Capitalizing on historical variation across U.S. states, 

Marquis and Huang (2010) argued that institutional conditions present in a focal firm’s state at 

the time of founding powerfully influence organizational capabilities and that these persistent 

capabilities have different external manifestations in subsequent historical eras. Firms that were 

founded in states where regulatory and political cultural conditions promoted intra-organizational 

coordination were more likely to subsequently acquire other organizations, an activity that 

capitalizes on the previously developed coordination experience.  

Imprints of Individuals on Organizations. Some of the most compelling evidence about 

imprinting concerns the lasting effects of individual founders on organizations. One line of 

research has employed a qualitative approach to understand how such imprints emerge and 

persist. For example, in an early longitudinal study of the birth and development of a medical 

school, Kimberly (1979) showed that the founder’s personality and initial decisions had a lasting 
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effect on a variety of subsequent organizational strategies and actions. In a study of a French 

computer firm, Kimberly and Bouchikhi (1995: 16) described the founder imprinting process, 

noting that “the definition of core values early on, along with choice of domain, insistence by the 

CEO in maintaining a majority ownership position, and the nature of the early hires has set this 

organization on a particular trajectory,” casting it in a mold persistently. More recently, in her 

case study of the Paris Opera, Johnson (2007: 97) highlighted the importance of “entrepreneurs 

in selecting and incorporating historically specific elements that may remain for decades or even 

centuries as fundamental features of the organization in question.” Thus, while the broader 

context is critically important, organizations take on elements of their founding environment 

through individual founders: it is “entrepreneurs who stamp new organizations with the 

distinctive signs of their founding times” (Johnson, 2007: 122). Thus, different founders’ 

decisions to incorporate certain environmental elements, but not others, can lead to variation in 

imprints even across organizations that are established at the same time. 

Other researchers have demonstrated the influence of founder imprints quantitatively. For 

instance, in their studies of Silicon Valley high-tech start-ups, Baron, Burton, and Hannan 

measured founders’ mental models and initial decisions and then tracked how these founding 

conditions influenced subsequent organizational trajectories. This research suggests that the 

organizational patterns set by a founder have persistent effects on a wide array of outcomes even 

after the founder leaves the firm. The employment models of founders, for example, mattered 

more for organizational employment patterns than did those of the current CEO (Hannan, 

Burton, & Baron, 1996). A founder’s employment model, in particular, exerted an enduring 

influence on managerial intensity; over time, administrative roles and personnel proliferated to a 

greater extent in firms that were founded by entrepreneurs who preferred a bureaucratic 
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employment model (Baron et al., 1999b). This result is consistent with the idea that “the 

founder’s blueprint likely ‘locks in’ the adoption of particular structures” and, perhaps more 

important, that “it also ‘locks in’ certain premises that guide decision making” later on (Baron et 

al., 1999b: 531). 

Phillips (2005), for example, concluded that the blueprints that founders bring with them 

to a new law firm continue to affect the firm’s internal gender hierarchy for an extended period 

of time. In particular, founders who come from parent firms where female leadership was 

historically the norm are more likely to found progeny firms that subsequently promote women 

into partnership positions. This finding is particularly interesting because it not only shows that 

founders leave a lasting imprint on organizations but also suggests that the founders themselves 

bear an imprint due to their prior experiences. It is this individual-level imprint that leads a 

founder to institute routines similar to those in the parent firm, thereby imprinting the newly 

founded organization with a blueprint to which he or she had been previously exposed. Burton, 

Sørensen, and Beckman (2002) suggest a similar process in a study on the organizational origins 

of start-up founders, arguing that founders who come from entrepreneurially prominent firms are 

more likely to pursue an innovation-based strategy than those whose prior employer is less 

visible in the entrepreneurial community. Both these studies draw attention to the possibility of 

imprint transfer, whereby established organizations leave powerful imprints on individuals, who 

in turn transfer these imprints to their own ventures as founders. 

In the above-mentioned studies on semiconductor firms, Boeker also uncovered several 

types of founder imprints. Investigating the impact of founding choices on organizational 

structure, he found that the previous functional experience of the founder was positively 

associated with the importance of that function in the organization in subsequent periods 
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(Boeker, 1989b). And, when founders adopted a single or dominant initial strategy for a new 

firm, that strategy likely persisted in the long run, especially when the distribution of power and 

influence within the firm reinforced the initial strategic direction (Boeker, 1989a). Documenting 

a similar process whereby the initial choices of managers imprint future organizational activities, 

a four-decade study has shown that venture capital firms’ very first decision to invest early in a 

new high-technology industry leaves a strong imprint on their subsequent investment decisions, 

particularly among firms that had greater investing experience at the time of the first decision 

(Dimov, de Holan, & Milanovy, 2012). 

 

Imprinting at the Level of Organizational Building Blocks 

Organizational building blocks are elements from which organizations are constructed, 

such as units and departments, routines and capabilities, and jobs, occupations, and professions. 

These “building blocks for organizations… [are] littered around the societal landscape,” and 

entrepreneurs and managers “assemble them into a structure” (Meyer & Rowan, 1977: 345). 

Thus far, relative to the focus on organizations, imprinting research has accorded only modest 

empirical attention to organizational building blocks. At the same time, while the imprinting of 

building blocks is not directly examined in many studies, it is frequently theorized as a 

mechanism in organization-level research. As noted above, for example, Marquis and Huang 

(2010) developed theory about how institutional conditions at founding affected intra-

organizational capabilities—important organizational building blocks—and found evidence 

consistent with this theory by observing banks’ propensities to engage in acquisitions in 

subsequent historical eras. Others have focused on other types of building blocks, such as 

routines and knowledge sets within firms, when theorizing the impact of socialist imprints on 
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firms’ adaptation to market-based economies (e.g., Kriauciunas & Kale, 2006; Shinkle & 

Kriauciunas, 2012). In all these cases, organizational building blocks played a central role, but it 

was ultimately at the organizational level that the imprints of interest manifested themselves.  

A handful of studies have examined building blocks more directly, focusing on them as 

the primary outcome of imprinting. Much research in this area has focused on jobs, occupations, 

and positions. As Cohen (2012: 1) noted, “Jobs are fundamental organizational building blocks. 

They are the bundles of tasks performed by employees under administrative job titles…. The 

forms of jobs contained in an organization may determine the very form of that organization.” 

This stream of research has pointed to the role of economic and technological conditions, 

institutional factors, and individuals in the imprinting of organizational building blocks.  

Imprints of Economic and Technological Conditions on Organizational Building 

Blocks. There has been relatively little direct work on economic or technological imprinting at 

the level of organizational building blocks, but some studies do provide suggestive evidence on 

this topic. For instance, invoking the concept of imprinting to understand the “social ecology of 

jobs,” Miner (1991) has argued that the economic context of job formation within an 

organization affects the prospects of the job in subsequent periods; in particular, jobs founded in 

larger and more resource-rich organizational units might be more likely to survive in the long run 

than those formed in smaller and relatively resource-poor units. Thus economic conditions at the 

creation of a particular building block can influence whether it survives within an organization. 

Other research, although not directly tied to imprinting, has provided examples of how 

technological conditions imprint organizational building blocks. As Perrow (1984, 1999) 

emphasized, for instance, organizational subsystems reflect the technology available at the time 

of their creation and rarely change fundamentally because most changes involve adding 
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technological patches to older subsystems, rather than replacing them entirely. As a result, 

organizational building blocks continue to carry the legacy of their genesis. 

Imprints of Institutional Conditions on Organizational Building Blocks. Research on 

the imprinting of jobs and occupations has begun to uncover the imprinted influence of 

institutional factors on organizational building blocks. In a key study on this issue, Baron and 

Newman (1990) suggest that jobs continue to reflect institutional arrangements that were 

appropriate at the time of job formation. Thus, “notions of imprinting…might fruitfully be 

extended to the study of work roles: cohorts of jobs founded during the same period might be 

expected to evince common features, such as shared selection and promotion criteria and similar 

degrees of ascription” (Baron & Newman, 1990: 172). In the California state civil service, for 

example, the devaluation of female work was greater in older jobs—those founded at a time 

when gender stereotypes played a greater role in perceptions of job worth. By contrast, jobs 

founded or revised more recently exhibited a smaller pay penalty for women, reflecting growing 

institutional pressures for pay equity in more recent times. A key implication is that jobs, 

occupations, and professions are susceptible to imprinting and are likely to carry a legacy of the 

institutional environment in which they were formed.  

 Adding some nuance to the study of institutional factors in job imprinting, Cohen (2012) 

studied the intra-organizational process of job creation qualitatively. Examining how ideas for 

work arrangements were developed following the installation of a new DNA sequencer in nine 

different organizations, she identified multiple sources of ideas relevant to the design of new 

jobs. Cohen’s findings suggest that the creation of jobs within firms reflects the interaction of the 

external institutional environment and intra-organizational actors, and jobs come to be shaped by 

ideas that exist within and beyond the organization at the time of job formation. To the extent 
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that the resulting job designs persist, jobs will continue to reflect both the broader macro-

institutional environment and the local micro-institutional context in which they were initially 

formed. 

Imprints of Individuals on Organizational Building Blocks. Burton and Beckman 

(2007), too, stress the importance of local firm histories but focus more directly on how 

particular individuals imprint functional position within an organization. They argue that the first 

occupant of a position defines the position based on his or her skills, background, and 

experiences, thus leaving a potent and persistent legacy that will continue to constrain 

subsequent position holders. Demonstrating the power of “position imprints,” Burton and 

Beckman show that the characteristics of first incumbents have a strong and longstanding effect 

on successors’ turnover rates. If the first incumbent has an atypical functional experience (e.g., a 

finance executive position is first held by someone with an engineering background), subsequent 

position holders tend to have high turnover rates. In contrast, successors who match the position 

imprint have relatively low turnover rates, even when examining the third or fourth successor, 

and even if they are atypical with respect to normative expectations in the external environment. 

Thus, the normative benefits from matching a firm-specific position imprint seem to overshadow 

the costs of violating broader normative expectations. Local imprints appear to overwhelm 

dominant external norms in the present. 

 
 
Imprinting at the Individual Level 
 

Imprints of Economic Conditions on Individuals. In recent years, a growing number of 

scholars have invoked the concept of imprinting to describe how early experiences in a career or 

organizational tenure exert a lasting effect on individuals’ behaviors in the long run. One line of 
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research in this area has begun to uncover how economic conditions affect the types of skills and 

dispositions that individuals develop during sensitive career stages. This work suggests, for 

example, that managers who started their careers during a recession tend to make more 

conservative decisions as CEOs than those who experienced a more favorable initial 

environment. These imprinted differences are observable in a variety of financial decisions, 

including those concerning leverage, diversification, cost effectiveness, and capital expenditures 

(Schoar & Zuo, 2011). One likely mechanism is that “young managers who start [their career] in 

a recession might acquire a different set of skills and adopt a different mindset if they learn their 

trade in a time when resources are scarce rather than when they are easily available” (Schoar & 

Zuo, 2011: 4). Similarly, macroeconomic conditions experienced early in life have been linked to 

individual investors’ willingness to take financial risk even several decades later (Malmendier & 

Nagel, 2011). 

Other scholars have focused on economic conditions inside organizations, rather than the 

broader macro environment. Among mutual fund managers, for example, the amount of financial 

risk present within a firm at an individual’s early career stage shapes long-term entrepreneurial 

choices with regard to external versus internal venture formation (Kacperczyk, 2009). Likewise, 

Tilcsik (2012) suggests that the level of intra-organizational resource abundance at the time of 

organizational entry has longstanding consequences, noting that while some newcomers undergo 

socialization in a time of organizational prosperity, others arrive in a period of relative scarcity. 

The resulting experiences leave radically different imprints on individuals, with important 

implications for subsequent work performance. For example, Tilcsik argues that the more similar 

the initially experienced level of resource abundance to the current level of resource abundance, 

the higher the focal individual’s job performance. 
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Imprints of Institutional Conditions on Individuals. A second line of individual-level 

research investigated the imprinted effects of institutional factors, especially the norms and 

cognitive schemas associated with different organizational cultures. Focusing on the healthcare 

and biotech industries, Higgins (2005) has argued that an organization’s culture—along with its 

structure and strategy—dramatically shape not only the level and type of human and social 

capital that early-career managers develop but also their “taken-for-granted assumptions, beliefs, 

and values” (Higgins, 2005: 10). According to Higgins, these dimensions jointly constitute a 

lasting career imprint, and this imprint will be especially deep and persistent if it was formed in a 

strong organizational culture. Similarly, Dokko and her colleagues (2009) emphasize the role of 

organizational culture in cultivating career imprints. They argue that, through socialization into 

an organization, individuals develop potentially persistent schemas, scripts, and normative 

assumptions about how work is to be performed. As a result, when people move to a new 

organization, they carry with them not only skills and knowledge but also a cultural imprint of 

norms, routines, and schemas that they had learned from prior work experience (see also Phillips, 

2005). 

Consistent with this idea, both Higgins (2005) and Dokko et al. (2009) have documented 

the powerful performance and career implications of individual-level imprints that are carried 

across organizational boundaries. Studying the performance patterns of employees in a major 

U.S. insurance firm, Dokko and her colleagues argue that—when the current organizational 

context is substantially different from a prior, formative environment—imprinted cognitive and 

behavioral patterns “act as baggage, weighing down [individuals’] responsiveness or ability to 

reflect in the new situation” (Dokko et al., 2009: 54). Such imprints also loom large in Higgins’ 

account of how and why a single firm could become a successful breeding ground of a 
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generation of industry leaders in the biotech sector (see also Burton, Sørensen, & Beckman, 

2002). According to Higgins, because of the imprints left on its employees’ careers, the Illinois-

based healthcare company Baxter International generated a disproportionate number of leaders in 

the biotech industry—people who began their careers in the 1970s at Baxter, where they 

developed line management skills and an orientation toward bottom-line results, which in turn 

allowed them to succeed in the entrepreneurial environment of the emergent biotech industry in 

the early 1980s. In contrast, early career experiences during the 1970s at Abbott Laboratories—

another Illinois-based healthcare company—fostered a functional career imprint oriented toward 

sales skills and top-line results. This imprint was much less closely matched with the demands of 

the 1980s biotech sector. Clearly, individual-level imprints—which reflect, in part, core aspects 

of the organizational culture during sensitive career periods—may have significant consequences 

well beyond shaping individual cognition and behavior. 

Imprints of Individuals on Other Individuals. Finally, a third stream of individual-level 

research has focused on the socially transmitted influence of role models and peers to whom the 

focal individual is exposed during a sensitive period. In a five-decade study of the Nashville 

legal industry, for example, McEvily, Jaffee, and Tortoriello (2012) argue that the early years of 

lawyers’ careers constitute a highly formative learning period during which exposure to mentors 

affects the amount of practical knowledge young lawyers acquire, which contributes to the 

growth of the firms in which they subsequently serve as partners. Bringing the notion of 

individual-level imprinting to the study of network dynamics, McEvily and colleagues develop 

the concept of “imprinted ties,” that is, individuals’ ties to experienced mentors during the early, 

formative stages of their careers. The results not only show that the growth of law firms is 

influenced by the extent to which their partners’ imprinted ties were bridging ties between 
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otherwise disconnected network segments, but also demonstrate that this imprinting effect is 

more robust than the conventionally documented effect of rapidly decaying opportunity 

structures. By infusing the imprinting concept into network research, this study highlights the 

neglected possibility that bridging ties produce benefits over an extended time period and 

contributes a novel insight to an established paradigm. 

While McEvily and his colleagues focused on firm performance as the outcome of 

individual-level imprinting, other scholars have documented how early-career mentors and peers 

affect individuals’ career- and work-related choices in the long term. For example, the 

orientation of early-career mentors toward commercial science affects scientists’ patenting 

behavior well into their careers (Azoulay et al., 2011); the characteristics of early-career 

coworkers continue to shape mutual fund managers’ entrepreneurial decisions for years to come 

(Kacperczyk, 2009); and the level of same-race representation at the time of organizational entry 

influences individuals’ turnover rates even years after entry (Sørensen, 2004). An important 

theoretical and methodological contribution in this domain is the conceptualization of social 

influence that occurs under conditions of partially deliberate matching between actors. As 

Azoulay and his colleagues (2011) argue, when individuals match with associates (such as peers 

or mentors) on a small set of dimensions, they are also inadvertently exposed to unanticipated 

social influences. That is, when an individual chooses to pair with another, she might not 

consider the entire set of preferences and attitudes possessed by her counterpart, thereby opening 

herself to “unanticipated social influences that arise from the attributes of [her] associates that 

never entered [the] calculus when [they] chose to interact” (Azoulay et al., 2011: 3). Young 

scientists, for example, match to mentors at the postdoctoral stage of their careers on the basis of 

two main factors, geography and research focus. And, even though they do not match on 
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orientation toward commercial science, they subsequently adopt their advisers’ preferences in 

that domain—and carry that imprint in the long run. The general lesson is that attributes that are 

incidental when forming a relationship but consequential once it is formed help researchers 

estimate the causal effect of interpersonal influence—a key task for scholars interested in the 

imprints that individuals leave on one another. 

 

EXPANDING THE SCOPE OF IMPRINTING RESEARCH 

As the previous section demonstrates, the past five decades have produced a rich and 

varied literature on imprinting. Nevertheless, much work remains to be done to realize the full 

potential of the concept, to extend its reach into new areas, and to eliminate critical gaps in our 

understanding. Thus we now turn to the implications and some extensions of our perspective on 

imprinting. Doing so allows us to identify important unexplored areas and chart directions for 

future research. We focus on two broad areas of fundamental importance. First, we consider the 

dynamics of imprinting, particularly the possibility of multiple sensitive periods during a life 

course and the tensions between imprint decay and persistence over time. This discussion 

expands the scope of imprinting research well beyond the founding period and the early career 

stage. Second, we discuss some unexplored yet powerful implications of imprinting, focusing on 

the differences between the origin and current utility of imprinted characteristics as well as the 

interplay of different imprints. Although these implications are subtle, complex, and often 

difficult to discern, their influence is potentially strong and far-reaching. Overall, these two 

areas—the dynamics and far-reaching ramifications of imprinting—suggest several critical 

avenues for further research. 
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Imprinting Dynamics 

Our definition of imprinting opens new ways for understanding how imprinting unfolds 

over time. First, two elements of our definition focused on the stamp of the environment placed 

upon the focal entity during a sensitive period, noting that more than one sensitive period might 

exist during a life course. As we discuss below, the possibility of multiple sensitive periods has 

major implications for the scope and focus of imprinting research. Second, the last element of 

our definition emphasized the persistence of characteristics developed during sensitive periods. 

This emphasis on persistence rather than permanence or irreversibility implies that some imprints 

might fade over time; thus, understanding the survival and potential decay of imprints is a key 

task for future research. In what follows, we first discuss the implications of multiple sensitive 

periods and then the tensions between imprint persistence and decay. 

Multiple Sensitive Periods. A basic assumption behind most imprinting research at the 

organizational level is that “the creation of a new organization is one of the most salient 

moments of its life cycle” (Pennings, 1980: 254). While this statement stresses the importance of 

the founding period, it also implies that organizational birth is one, but not necessarily the only, 

salient moment in the life cycle. As our definition of imprinting suggests, transitions—for 

instance, the process of becoming a public company, merging with another firm, changing 

industries, or replacing the senior management team—might also constitute sensitive periods 

later in the life of an organization. Similarly, while the beginning of a career is a sensitive period 

of great importance for individuals, subsequent transitions between career stages, roles, or 

organizations are also potentially “vulnerable times [that] amplify the potential for imprinting” 

(Higgins, 2005: 338).  
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The possibility of multiple sensitive periods greatly increases the scope and applicability 

of the imprinting perspective. It implies that major organizational and career transitions are 

important not only because of their direct effects but also because it is during these periods that 

the environment molds the focal entity with longstanding consequences. Yet, although such 

transitions have generated intense interest in a range of fields, their potential role in shaping 

organizational and individual behaviors in the long run has gone largely unnoticed. For example, 

much influential work has examined organizations’ structural, ownership, and leadership 

transitions (Beatty & Zajac, 1994; Harrison, Torres, & Kukalis, 1988; Walsh, 1988) as well as 

the transition of individuals across organizations and roles (Groysberg, Lee, & Nanda, 2008; 

Ibarra, 1999; Rosenkopf & Almeida, 2003), but little attention has been given to the imprints that 

are formed during these transitions. We suggest that understanding the environment during such 

salient periods could explain important long-term variation in organizational and individual 

behaviors. 

This perspective also suggests that we might fruitfully view organizations as layers of 

imprints, reflecting not the cumulative total of the historical conditions they experienced, nor just 

the stamp of the founding environment, but rather the imprints of the environments in which they 

operated during a small number of sensitive periods. This view implies a superposition of 

imprints—a process whereby layers of history are deposited in organizations at a few specific 

points in time. In this sense, we might study organizations much like archeologists who examine 

the temporal succession of strata at an excavation site, identifying the critical contexts in which 

different layers were formed. This view echoes the idea of “sedimentation,” the process whereby 

new organizational features and practices are layered upon old ones, rather than replacing them 

entirely (Cooper, Hinings, Greenwood, & Brown, 1996). As the traces of old layers are not swept 
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away when new layers form, complex sets of “layered features, practices, and ideas” build up in 

organizations over time (Cooper, Rose, Greenwood, & Hinings, 2000: 118), and those layers that 

are deposited during sensitive periods are especially resistant to erosion. A similar approach 

might also apply to the individual level, where several sensitive periods can potentially 

contribute to the formation of a career imprint (Higgins, 2005). At all levels of analysis, 

untangling the influence of multiple sensitive periods represents a promising future direction into 

largely uncharted territory. 

One task for such research will be to examine the extent and nature of managerial agency 

in organizational imprinting. While imprinting is sometimes seen as an ecological force devoid 

of agency, the existence of several sensitive periods implies some room for managerial action 

beyond the founding period. It suggests that not only founders but also subsequent generations of 

managers might play an active role in selecting environmentally available elements that will 

persist in the organization (cf. Johnson, 2007), although such selection will take place only at a 

few points in time and within a specific historical context. Thus, while there appears to be room 

for agency beyond the initial period, it is agency that is both socially embedded (Battilana, 2006; 

Pache & Santos, 2010) and temporally constrained.  

Imprint Persistence and Decay. In a more general sense, the issue of agency in 

imprinting also raises questions about the extent to which organization can deviate from 

imprinted patterns over time. These questions reflect a basic tension between the persistence and 

decay of imprints. While considerable research has shown imprinted characteristics to be quite 

persistent, there is also evidence that imprints may fade under certain conditions. One possibility 

is that, as the competitive context changes over time, the initially learned responses or 

knowledge sets are no longer advantageous in the new environment, which might lead to more 
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active organizational attempts to change. Thus, questions about imprint decay reflect the general 

debate between inertia- (Hannan & Freeman, 1989) and institutionalization-focused (DiMaggio 

& Powell, 1983) versus adaptationist strategic choice perspectives (Child, 1972; Pfeffer & 

Salancik, 1978). 

Numerous studies have argued that firms attempt to modify imprinted features. 

Kriauciunas and Kale (2006), for example, showed that following the transition to a market 

economy in Eastern Europe, firms that sought new knowledge from market economies were able 

to modify their socialist imprint. Marquis and Huang (2010) suggested that, in addition to 

possessing imprinted coordination capabilities, banks learned new coordination practices that 

affected their expansion strategies as they encountered new environments. And Boeker (1989a) 

found that firms might veer from their imprinted strategies when organizational performance 

declines. Similarly, in response to market feedback, a spin-off venture might attempt to free itself 

of its parent firm’s imprint by unlearning inappropriate routines and developing new capabilities 

(Ferriani, Garnsey, & Lorenzoni, 2012). Thus, as Bamford and his colleagues noted in a study on 

the gradually diminishing effect of initial conditions on bank performance, the persistence—but 

not permanence—of imprints reflects “a moderate view that organizations are both inertial and 

adaptive” (2000: 261). In some situations, as the environment changes, significant countervailing 

pressures may push organizations to diverge from the imprints they carry; at the same time, 

inertia and institutionalization tend to render such divergence partial and gradual, helping to 

maintain the enduring, although not perpetual, legacy of sensitive periods.  

One source of variation in the extent to which organizational imprints persist or decay is 

a set of intra-organizational features akin to what Stinchcombe (1965: 169) called internal 

“traditionalizing forces.” Studying firm age and CEO tenure, for example, Boeker (1989b) 
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showed that when traditionalizing forces were weaker (e.g., among younger firms and those with 

newer CEOs), divergence from an imprinted strategy was more likely. Conversely, Eisenhardt 

and Schoonhoven (1990: 526) found that for firms founded with larger management teams, 

which they propose to be more advantageous in their setting, “the effects of initial conditions 

among this cohort of ventures…were amplified, not diminished with time.” Similarly, Sullivan, 

Tang, and Marquis (2013) showed that US venture capital firms that were founded into small-

world networks were imprinted with a learning capability such that they subsequently 

outperformed their otherwise similar peers, and that this performance benefit increased over 

time. Thus, depending on certain internal characteristics, the effects of some imprints might be 

magnified over time. Overall, how internal processes affect the persistence, decay, and perhaps 

even amplification of an imprint is an intriguing area for future research. 

At the individual level, similar tensions exist between imprint persistence and decay, and 

more generally, between perspectives that emphasize imprinting and those that stress continuous 

learning throughout the career (see McEvily et al., 2012). Yet little research has examined the 

dynamics of imprint decay at the individual level, and the evidence thus far has been 

inconclusive (Tilcsik, 2012). One empirical difficulty is that existing studies have not typically 

observed individuals repeatedly over a long period of time after the supposed sensitive period. 

Collecting such data is a critical task because the conditions that make imprints more or less 

persistent deserve serious empirical attention. 

 

Unexplored Implications of Imprinting 

The indirect and relatively unexplored ramifications of imprinting represent a second 

major area ripe for further investigation. To date, much research has focused on the persistence 
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and direct effects of imprinted features, typically establishing an association between early 

contextual indicators and current characteristics. Less attention has been given to the indirect 

implications of imprinting, its second-order ramifications farther down the causal chain, and the 

interplay of different imprints. Mapping these subtle and complex implications is crucial to a 

more complete understanding of imprinting. In this section, we discuss two sources of analytic 

leverage for identifying such implications: (1) distinguishing between the origin and the current 

utility of imprinted characteristics, and (2) conceptualizing actors as carriers of intersecting 

imprints. 

Distinguishing Historical Origin and Contemporary Utility. While most prior research 

has focused on the persistence of the same set of characteristics or activities over time, recent 

studies have begun to explore some of the more complex and surprising manifestations of 

imprints by building on a distinction between the historical origin and contemporary use of 

imprinted features. A key example of this work is research on “exaptation” (Gould, 1980, 1991; 

Marquis & Huang, 2010), a process whereby a function or capability that was developed as an 

adaptive response to initial conditions becomes useful for a different purpose following an 

environmental change. This idea was originally developed in biology to explain functions that 

took on new and unexpected uses in subsequent periods. The feathers of birds, for example, may 

have been initially developed for heat regulation; over time, however, feathers have became 

useable for a different function—flight. The key point is that feathers might not have originally 

evolved to allow for flying but they might have been exapted for this new function (Gould & 

Vrba, 1982). An example of exaptation from research on technology evolution is that the 

compact disc, originally used as a durable and effective way to play back recorded material, later 

became highly useful as a data storage medium for computers (Dew, Sarasvathy, & 
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Venkataraman, 2004). In their study of bank acquisitions, Marquis and Huang (2010) directly 

connect the idea of exaptation to the broader ramifications of imprinting. They show that 

institutional and technological conditions at founding led to imprinted coordination capabilities, 

which were originally developed to manage geographically dispersed bank branches; 

subsequently, however, these capabilities could be leveraged for a different purpose—managing 

the acquisition and integration of other organizations—which allowed banks to compete more 

effectively in a national acquisitions market. This research helps “uncover a rarely attended 

imprinting phenomenon: deeply-established and often unobservable organizational capabilities 

developed as adaptive responses to founding conditions may result in different external 

manifestations as environmental conditions change” (Marquis & Huang, 2010: 1442). Thus, 

while external conditions may imprint actors in ways that are predictable based on the nature of 

the environment during a sensitive period, the manifestations and effects of imprints become 

more complex and less predictable as the environment changes over time. 

These insights are important partly because they challenge the prevailing notion that 

organizations experience a “liability of aging” or obsolescence (Baum & Shipilov, 2006). 

According to the liability of aging hypothesis, “older organizations are … at greater risk of 

disbanding than younger ones… [because] both individual organizations and organizational 

forms often ‘lock into’ strategies and structures used during their early years. As the social 

environment of these organizations changes, they may become increasingly mismatched with 

contemporary conditions” (Ruef, 2002: 201-202). By assuming that older organizations are 

necessarily more obsolete, however, this argument conflates historical origin and contemporary 

utility, two distinct dimensions that should be assessed separately in order to understand how the 

legacy of the past influences the present. 
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Imprinting research at the individual level has arrived at a similar insight, suggesting that 

the implications of a given imprint depend on the nature of the environment in which the focal 

actor subsequently operates, and that an imprint that emerged in one context might provide both 

advantages and disadvantages when carried into a different context. As Higgins noted, “it is 

important to understand that a career imprint can be perfectly suited to one type of job or 

industry, while clashing irrecoverably with another. Organizational career imprints can bring 

with them both opportunities and constraints, depending upon the organizational context into 

which they are imported” (2005: 4). And, although not examined explicitly in prior research, 

exaptation might play an important role at the individual level as well. Higgins (2005), for 

example, described how early employment experiences at the healthcare firm Baxter imprinted 

young line managers with a sophisticated ability to liaise with governmental actors and 

international constituents. An exaptation perspective suggests that such formative experiences 

might prove useful for another purpose in a very different position as well—not just for line 

managers negotiating with overseas regulators but also, for example, in diplomatic or political 

careers. Thus a career imprint that was adaptive in one context may detract from performance or 

may become useful for a different purpose in a subsequent environment. 

These perspectives suggest that a nuanced theory of imprinting should not only consider 

the persistence of past characteristics but also illuminate how and why their subsequent 

manifestations may be more or less functional for different purposes in different environments. 

As Gould noted, “no conceptual tool can be more important than the clear separation of 

historical origin and current utility. The false conceptual passage from present function to initial 

construction ranks with the post hoc fallacy and the confusion of correlation with cause as 

primary errors of reasoning about temporal sequences” (1991:45). Understanding how imprints 
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linger and have powerful yet complex, unanticipated, and easily obscured manifestations is one 

antidote to the functionalist logic that is pervasive in much of organizational theory. Moreover, 

the distinction between origin and current utility highlights how the manifestation of an imprint 

might vary over time, depending on the nature of subsequent environments. Thus, while imprints 

are persistent, their effects are not constant. Accordingly, a major avenue for future research is to 

explore the time-varying, contingent influence of imprints, reflecting an interplay between the 

imprinted past and the present context. 

Intersecting Imprints. Organizations and individuals operate in a “richly textured n-

dimensional space” (Lounsbury & Ventresca, 2002: 3). They are embedded in an economic and 

technological environment as well as an institutional context of regulative, normative, and 

cultural-cognitive forces (Scott, 2008). Simultaneously, organizations are subject to the influence 

of their founders and managers, and individuals are susceptible to the social influence of peers, 

mentors, and other individuals. As our review indicates, all these elements of the environment 

might play a powerful role, potentially leaving multiple imprints on an entity even during a 

single sensitive period. Thus, as Johnson noted, “imprinting processes emerge from intersections 

of multiple conditions” (2008: 33). Moreover, if entities carry layers of imprints acquired in 

multiple sensitive periods, different generations of imprinted characteristics will exist within an 

entity. 

To date, however, the influence of multiple coexisting imprints has received little 

empirical attention. Thus one major shortcoming of imprinting research is the lack of 

understanding of how imprints due to different environmental forces and different sensitive 

periods interact with one another. While some research has examined how different founding 

conditions—such as regulatory policy, technology, and political culture—reinforced or 
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weakened each other’s effects in particular empirical cases (Marquis & Huang, 2010), we are far 

from even a nascent theory that describes intersecting imprints and how they modify one 

another’s influence more generally. 

One concept that might enrich the development of such theory is the notion of 

secondhand imprinting (Tilcsik, 2012). Secondhand imprinting refers to the social transmission 

of imprints, a process whereby an actor takes on aspects of an imprint borne by another actor. At 

the individual level, for example, secondhand imprinting might occur if newcomers to an 

organization learn norms and routines by imitating the behaviors of their veteran colleagues that 

reflect, in part, these experienced coworkers’ career imprints. In this case, a newcomer’s learning 

is indirectly influenced by others’ formative experiences. A similar process might occur when a 

new firm emulates the structures and practices of older organizations (DiMaggio & Powell, 

1983)—including the imprinted patterns present in those structures and practices. In such cases, 

the focal firm not only takes on elements of its own broader economic and institutional 

environment (as in the case of firsthand or direct imprinting) but also incorporates imprinted 

elements from earlier eras that survived in the architecture and routines of older firms 

(secondhand imprinting). Sometimes both these processes will foster the adoption of similar 

environmental elements, reinforcing each other; in other cases, however, the two processes may 

lead the new firm to be imprinted by a more diverse set of elements, some reflecting the 

contemporary founding context and others reflecting a different set of patterns carried forward 

from an earlier period by the mimicked organizations. The coexistence and interplay of these 

different and potentially inconsistent imprints within an actor warrant further research. In 

general, conceptualizing actors as carriers of intersecting imprints—which might arise because 
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of (a) different environmental forces, (b) different sensitive periods, or (c) secondhand 

imprinting—should be a promising path to move forward at all levels of analysis. 

 

IMPLICATIONS OF A MULTILEVEL THEORY OF IMPRINTING 

The goal of this essay was to take stock of imprinting research and to reorient it in promising 

new directions. To do so, we first provided an explicit general definition of imprinting and 

developed a framework to unite this fragmented body of research (Table 1). This framework not 

only points to fundamental gaps and research opportunities in the literature, particularly with 

regard to the understudied dynamics and unexplored implications of imprinting, but also 

provides the basis for a general model of imprinting across levels of analysis, shown in Figure 1. 

INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE 

The left side of Figure 1 depicts a sensitive period for the focal entity, which might be an 

organizational collective, single organization, organizational building block, or individual. 

During this period, an imprint is established as the focal entity comes to reflect elements of its 

environment. A critical aspect of this model is the multidimensionality of the environment and 

the resulting imprint. The environment is not a homogenous setting but a varied, n-dimensional 

space in which a set of economic, technological, and institutional conditions, as well as the 

influence of particular individuals, coexist and jointly constitute the stamp of the period. Further 

contributing to this imprint are the features of other entities that the focal entity emulates; the 

adoption of these features further shape the mold in which the focal entity is cast. Consequently, 

an intricately textured, multidimensional imprint is formed. 

The middle of Figure 1 depicts imprint maintenance—a long, non-sensitive period during 

which imprints persist. As we emphasized, however, persistence does not imply permanence, and 
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extant research has already suggested some factors that contribute to imprint decay over time. 

Moreover, the middle section of the figure highlights the possibility of secondhand imprinting, 

whereby other entities that are undergoing a sensitive period adopt some of focal entity’s 

imprinted features such that these features become a part of their imprint as well. This section of 

the figure also depicts some of the consequences of imprinting as the environment changes 

during the non-sensitive period. Reflecting our distinction between historical origin and 

contemporary utility, this part of the model suggests that—depending on the interplay between 

imprinted features and the current context—imprints might remain adaptive, become 

maladaptive, or become exapted for different purposes. 

Finally, the right side of the figure depicts a second sensitive period. During this time, a 

new imprint is established, reflecting environmental conditions as well as features of other, 

emulated entities. This new imprint is layered upon the existing imprint, rather than replacing it 

entirely. As we emphasized, this process might take place more than once during a life course, 

and the implications of viewing entities as layers of imprints represent an important topic for 

future scholarship. Indeed, in general, Figure 1 is more of a road sign for further research than a 

detailed map of documented imprinting processes. Much careful study of the dynamics and 

implications of imprinting remains to be done, and the relationships and mechanisms depicted in 

Figure 1 offer a host of promising research opportunities at all levels of analysis. 

 
Taking History Seriously: Imprinting and the Future of Organizational Studies 
 

By conceptualizing imprinting in a theoretically grounded way, our goal has been to 

unpack how and why the history of organizations and the individuals within them matters for 

understanding the present. Over the past two decades, numerous scholars have criticized “the 

largely ahistorical character that organisation studies has gained during its development as a 
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separate discipline in the second half of the twentieth century” (Üsdiken & Kieser, 2004: 321; 

see also, for example, Jones & Khanna, 2006; Kieser, 1994; Zald, 1990). Although many 

important studies with a historical perspective have been published (e.g., Calori, Lubatkin, Very, 

& Veiga, 1997; Dobbin, 1994; Guillén, 1994; Leblebici, Salancik, Copay, & King, 1991; 

Greenwood, Díaz, Li, & Lorente, 2010), standard approaches to studying contemporary 

outcomes and processes rarely include an examination of how past conditions shape present 

phenomena. As our review shows, however, past conditions and events often continue to matter 

even after taking into account present conditions. Thus history cannot be simply controlled away 

with variables measured in the present: its influence lingers, affecting a wide range of important 

phenomena. To paraphrase Gieryn (2000), nothing of interest to organizational scholars exists 

without a history; everything and everyone we study carry with them elements of the past. 

But simply recognizing that history matters is of little help unless we understand how it 

matters (Jones & Khanna, 2006; North, 1990). Thus we need specific, middle-range theories that 

are “applicable to a restricted set of [historical] sequences, but with a greater theoretical and 

empirical value” than the vague notion that history matters (Vergne & Durand, 2010: 737). The 

concept of imprinting offers such a theory, providing one important lens through which to 

understand how the past influences the present. A key strength of this lens is that, rather than 

viewing history “as a linear process… a story of progress,” it helps unpack history “as a process 

involving disruption amidst continuity” (Cooper et al., 2000: 118). Its focus on brief sensitive 

periods of transition and long periods of continuity, in particular, clarifies how specific phases of 

the past (rather than the vague totality of historical conditions) matter.  

We argue that such a perspective can illuminate issues central to organizational and 

management theory, even though many of these issues are not typically considered historical in 
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nature. To illustrate the utility of taking history more seriously, we discuss below some examples 

of how a historical perspective could provide deeper insight into four important topics in 

organizational scholarship: institutions, networks, careers and inequality, and leadership. This 

discussion is by no means exhaustive; rather, it provides but a few brief examples to illustrate 

how organizational research might benefit from a stronger focus on historical influences. 

Institutions. Although historical approaches play an important role in institutional 

scholarship (Djelic & Ainamo, 2005; Dobbin, 1994; Lounsbury, 2002), even closer attention to 

the legacy of past conditions could further enrich institutional theorizing. One intriguing 

possibility would be to connect the notion of intersecting imprints to the burgeoning literature on 

institutional complexity—the situation when organizations “confront incompatible prescriptions 

from multiple institutional logics” (Greenwood, Raynard, Kodeih, Micelotta, & Lounsbury, 

2011: 318). Institutional complexity may arise within organizations that experienced multiple 

sensitive periods, each characterized by a different dominant logic. In such cases, the focal 

organization is imprinted with the dominant institutional logic at founding and then, in a 

subsequent sensitive period, is imprinted with a different prevailing logic. Thus institutional 

complexity emerges because the logic that was encoded in the organization’s structures, culture, 

and routines at founding may be incompatible with the logic that is dominant during the second 

sensitive period. As a result, different elements of the organization come to reflect incompatible 

institutional prescriptions, potentially creating persistent intra-organizational tensions. The 

precise nature of this process and organizations’ response to it is an important topic that deserves 

serious attention and could provide new insights into the emergence of institutional complexity. 

In addition to resulting from conflicting imprints due to multiple sensitive periods, 

institutional complexity can also lead to multidimensional, intersecting imprints even within a 
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single sensitive period. When an organization experiences a sensitive period in an institutionally 

complex environment, the resulting imprint will likely consist of potentially incompatible 

elements. Why and how such imprints, characterized by internal contradiction, persist or perish 

is an intriguing question. Their persistence, in particular, would imply that institutional 

complexity experienced in a sensitive period affects an organization in the long run. Past 

complexity, in other words, might linger inside organizations. Exploring such persistence could 

provide new insight into the “institutionalization within organizations of practices associated 

with different logics” (Greenwood et al., 2011: 354) and further illuminate how “over the longer 

term, institutional complexity unfolds” (Greenwood et al., 2011: 319). 

Networks. While the empirical literature on social networks has traditionally focused on 

the contemporaneous implications of networks (e.g., Burt, 1992; Lin, 2010; Mizruchi & Stearns, 

2001; Portes, 1998; Xiao & Tsui, 2007), recent research has begun to explore the lingering 

influence of past network structures and positions (Marquis, 2003; Soda, Usai, & Zaheer, 2004; 

McEvily et al., 2012; Ahuja, Soda, & Zaheer, 2012; Sullivan, Tang & Marquis, 2013). This 

nascent research reflects the notion that “a past network, with its accumulated relational 

experience, becomes a kind of ‘network memory’ that cannot be ignored as it may project a 

structural overhang over the present, much like a shadow of the past” (Soda et al., 2004: 893). 

Despite this recent development, much remains to be learned about network imprinting and, 

more generally, the lingering effects of network history.  

In particular, taking history seriously in network research means focusing future research 

attention on two fundamentally distinct aspects of network history. First is the importance of past 

ties, whereby a connection in the past might exert an enduring influence on the focal actor or 

entity in the present, even after the connection ceases to exist. In a pioneering study of this 
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process, McEvily, Jaffee, and Tortoriello (2012) showed that young lawyers’ network ties to 

experienced mentors led to persistent career advantages because these early ties provided 

valuable knowledge that was difficult to acquire subsequently. To the extent that networks 

constitute an important way through which new knowledge, practices, and routines are acquired, 

studying past ties and structural positions is essential to fully understanding how actors’ 

capabilities and expertise have come about through social networks (Soda et al., 2004). A second 

network process that warrants a historical approach is network persistence, whereby the structure 

of a network bears the imprint of conditions that prevailed during a relevant sensitive period, 

such that “network interactions are reproduced over time and across a number of actors” (Ahuja 

et al., 2012: 439). As Marquis (2003) showed, one reason for network persistence is that once a 

network is established, new network entrants are likely to imitate the existing structural patterns 

of prominent network members. Such persistence, in turn, creates enduring variation in the 

nature of networks, potentially affecting knowledge flows and actors’ access to information in 

the long run. These examples suggest that past networks can indeed cast an influential shadow 

over the present, so a sole focus on current network structure would lead to an incomplete 

understanding of how social structure shapes behavior. 

Careers and Inequality. A rich literature has explored the role that organizations play in 

shaping careers and in producing and maintaining inequality in the workplace (e.g., Baron & 

Bielby, 1980; Beckman & Phillips, 2005; Castilla, 2008; Kalev, Dobbin, & Kelly, 2006). While 

some scholars in this tradition have examined the lasting effects of early career events (e.g., 

Briscoe & Kellogg, 2011; DiPrete & Eirich, 2006; Rosenbaum, 1979), we are still far from a 

detailed understanding of how past conditions shape the distribution of opportunities and rewards 

within organizations. An imprinting perspective offers several ways to move forward. It 
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suggests, in particular, that historical factors cause organizations to vary significantly in their 

hierarchies, positions, and routines that limit or exacerbate inequality (see Phillips, 2005) and in 

the extent to which they create opportunities for some groups (e.g., white men) at the expense of 

other groups (e.g., women, minorities). Uncovering the precise nature of such variation could 

add significant explanatory power to organizational theories of inequality. Moreover, an 

imprinting lens offers a unique opportunity for career researchers to understand the interplay of 

past and present explanatory factors rather than studying them in isolation. As we emphasized, 

the career implications of individual-level imprints are likely to depend on the organizational 

context in which the focal individual operates in the present; thus a given imprint might produce 

advantage for an individual in one environment and disadvantage in another. To date, prior 

research that examined the lingering effects of the past on careers and inequality has given 

relatively little attention to how the implications of past conditions vary depending on current 

conditions (e.g., DiPrete & Eirich, 2006; Rosenbaum, 1979). An imprinting lens highlights the 

contingent influence of the past and takes career history seriously without neglecting the 

powerful influence of the current environment. 

Leadership. The behavior and performance of top managers has attracted considerable 

interest from organizational scholars (e.g., Glynn & Raffaelli, 2010; Hambrick, 1989; Mayo & 

Nohria, 2005), and existing research has revealed the influence of numerous contemporaneous 

factors on top managers’ decisions and the resulting organizational outcomes (e.g., Chatterjee & 

Hambrick, 2007; Dahl, Dezső, & Ross, 2012; Gulati & Westphal, 1999; Westphal & Zajac, 

2001). Complementing this focus, a historical perspective would draw attention to explanatory 

factors beyond the conventional scope of this literature. Studies on imprinting, for example, 

suggest that economic conditions and organizational experiences at critical life and career stages 
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exert an enduring influence on how leaders manage organizations and make decisions (e.g., 

Higgins, 2005; Phillips, 2005; Schoar & Zuo, 2011). Moreover, as we noted, the implications of 

such imprints are likely to be contingent on the nature of present conditions. This suggests that 

exploring the interplay between leaders’ critical experiences in the past and the context in which 

they operate in the present could provide new explanations for the success and failure of both 

leaders and their organizations. We know, for example, that CEOs who began their careers in a 

recession tend to make more conservative financial decisions than those who started in a boom 

period (Schoar & Zuo, 2011). How do these imprinted attitudes affect a CEO’s performance 

under different macro-economic conditions in the present? More generally, how do different 

imprints create a match or mismatch between leaders and their current material or institutional 

environment, and with what consequences for organizations? For example, is a mismatch 

between a leader’s imprinted experiences and the current environment necessarily detrimental 

for an organization, or could it be an enabling condition for norm-breaking innovation (see 

Palmer & Barber, 2001) and institutional entrepreneurship (Battilana, Leca, & Boxenbaum, 

2009)? Answering these questions should provide fresh insights into the determinants and 

consequences of organizational leaders’ behaviors. 

 

Conclusion 

We encourage future research on imprinting as a powerful way to understand how and 

why history matters. In many streams of social science, the question of how the past casts a 

shadow over the present is a critical issue. From economists who study path dependence to 

sociologists with a historical perspective, researchers have documented the importance of 

historical forces in numerous domains. Yet, in much organizational and management research, 
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the specific mechanisms whereby the past impinges on the present remain relatively unexplored. 

We have argued that imprinting is both more pervasive (existing at multiple levels of analysis 

and at multiple sensitive periods) and more far-reaching in its implications (exerting a profound 

influence on performance, survival, and a variety of other outcomes) than single empirical 

studies were able to document. Thus the concept of imprinting not only helps researchers 

pinpoint when history matters but also serves as a powerful tool to systematically identify 

significant but often subtle contextual influences across levels and over time. It is a perspective 

that allows organizational scholars to bring history—the history of broader social systems as well 

as organizational and individual histories—back to center stage.
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Table 1.  
  Entities bearing the imprint 
  Organizational Collectives Organizations Organizational Building Blocks Individuals 

Source of the 
imprint 

 
Economic and 
technological 
conditions 

1. 
 
Mechanism: External economic and 
technological conditions serve as a 
constraint on new organizations, and 
the initial patterns are maintained by 
subsequently founded organizations 
imitating prior organizations. 
 
Example: Stinchcombe (1965) on 
employment structure of different 
industries; Marquis (2003) on travel 
technology influencing the density of 
local inter-corporate networks. 
 

4. 
 
Mechanism: Constraints of the initial 
resource and technology environment 
shape initial organizational practices and 
capabilities, which persist in the long run 
due to inertia and institutionalization. 
 
Example: Carroll and Hannan (1989) on 
the deleterious effects of high density at 
founding on subsequent survival; 
Kriauciunas and Kale (2006) on 
“socialist imprint” Eastern European 
firms.  
 

7. 
 
Mechanism: The resource context and 
technological environment in which a new 
organizational building block is created 
constrains the nature and future prospects 
of that building block. 
 
Example: Miner (1991) on jobs founded in 
larger and more resource-rich 
organizational units being more likely to 
survive in the long run; Perrow (1999) on 
organizational subsystems reflecting past 
technological conditions. 

10. 
 
Mechanism: Macroeconomic and intra-
organizational economic conditions 
experienced in formative years lead to 
different professional and organizational 
socialization experiences 
 
Example: Schoar and Zuo (2011) on 
CEOs’ risk attitudes developed in different 
macroeconomic contexts; Tilcsik (2012) on 
the imprint of a firm’s economic situation 
on newcomers’ skills, dispositions, and 
subsequent job performance. 

 
Institutional 
factors 

2. 
 
Mechanism: Collectives have 
different standards of legitimacy that 
not only shape initial organizations, 
but also continue to influence more 
recent entrants. 
 
Example: Lounsbury (2007) on 
different corporate strategies of 
investment firms across US cities; 
Dobbin (1994) on different 
organizational types of railroad firms 
across countries. 
 

5. 
 
Mechanism: Organizational structures 
and capabilities are designed to fit the 
initial institutional environment and are 
maintained because of inertial pressures 
and institutionalization.  
 
Example: Marquis and Huang (2010) on 
imprinted bank capabilities; Kimberly 
(1975) on the effect of founding period 
norms on organizational type and focus.  
 

8. 
 
Mechanism: Newly created building 
blocks are shaped by dominant institutional 
expectations in the founding environment 
and will continue to reflect those 
expectations because of inertia and 
institutionalization. 
 
Example: Baron and Newman (1990) on 
cohorts of jobs exhibiting common features; 
Cohen (2012) on how jobs are shaped by 
ideas that exist within and beyond the firm 
at the time of job formation. 

11. 
 
Mechanism: Institutional conditions (e.g., 
an organization’s culture) influence the 
norms, schemas, and skills that early-career 
individuals develop and carry with them in 
subsequent periods. 
 
Example: Higgins (2005) on strong 
cultures fostering strong imprints; Dokko et 
al. (2009) on the performance implications 
of carrying norms and schemas learned in 
one firm into another firm. 
  

 
Individuals 

3. 
 
Mechanism: Political leaders and 
influential founders create powerful 
policies or organizations that define 
the arrangements and templates of a 
field or industry in an enduring way  
 
Example: Mao Zedong’s ideology of 
self-reliance having a lasting influence 
on industrial structure in China 
(Raynard, Lounsbury, & Greenwood, 
2013); Rockefeller developing the 
vertically integrated oil industry 
through Standard Oil (Chernow, 1998) 

6. 
 
Mechanism: Founders choose initial 
organizational features based on their 
background and what is available in the 
environment, and inertia and 
institutionalization maintains the mark of 
these choices over time.  
 
Example: Baron, Hannan, and Burton 
(1999) on persistence of founders’ 
mental models in high-tech firms; 
Johnson (2007) on the role of the Paris 
Opera’s founder. 

9. 
 
Mechanism: Individuals who create or first 
inhabit specific organizational building 
blocks mold these building blocks 
according to their own background and 
preferences. 
 
Example: Burton and Beckman (2007) on 
the first incumbent of a functional position 
creating a “role imprint” that lives on due to 
inertia and influences subsequent 
incumbents’ turnover rates. 
 
 

12. 
 
Mechanism: Early-career exposure to 
mentors and peers exposes individuals to 
different types of behaviors, attitudes, and 
knowledge at a formative point in their 
careers. 
 
Example: McEvily et al. (2012) on 
imprinted ties to mentors conferring 
practical knowledge with persistent 
advantages for young lawyers; Kacperczyk 
(2009) and Azoulay et al. (2011) on early-
career mentors’ and peers’ effects on 
subsequent choices at work. 
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Figure 1. Imprinting: A General Model 
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